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Chrissy Teigen models new QUAY sunglasses (42)
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Chrissy Teigen is releasing a second sunglasses collection with Quay, and this time the model and wife of John Legend is getting a little help from her three-year-old daughter, Luna.  The mother-daughter duo are seen here in the new campaign, looking impossibly stylish and cute together.  The second QUAY X CHRISSY collection is a full range of sunglasses and blue light glasses, available now at Quay.com and Quay shops.  The latest collection??features all new sleek, statement frames as well as the return of cult favorite styles in new color combos and romantic detailing for a soft landing into spring.   The assortment includes 10 styles in multiple colorways for a total of 17 SKUs, ranging from $55 - $65 each.  12 Feb 2020  Pictured: Chrissy Teigen and daughter Luna model the new QUAY X CHRISSY collection, Teigen?s second collection with the brand which was announced on February 11, 2020.  Photo credit: Quay/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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